Abstract-The theory, numerical analysis, analytical approximate formula, measurement technique, and characteristic curves were presented in this paper for the characterization of coplanar waveguide open end capacitance. A novel variational equation was proposed in terms of the scalar potential on the slot aperture and was solved by applying the finite element method. With the available analytical Green's function and exact integration formulas in the space domain, this approach was found to be quite efficient and suitable for analyzing the coplanar waveguide discontinuity problemwven with more complicated geometrical configurations. Numerical results were compared to those obtained numerically and experimentally in previous literature, but did not correlate very well. An analytical formula under narrow-slot assumption was thus derived to render a verification of numerical results. Measurement by utilizing the resonance method were also made and the experimental data confirmed the validity of our theory. The relationship between the capacitance and the physical dimensions was also investigated. The characteristic curves of the open end capacitance were obtained. Also, an empirical formula was established for the open end structures with a thick substrate and narrow gap.
I. INTRODUCTION HE coplanar waveguide (CPW), first proposed in [l],
T offers some advantages over the conventional microstrip lines. CPW allows for easy shunt connection of passive or active components, eliminating the requirement for wraparound or via holes in the fabrication. CPW can obtain adequate propagation characteristics, e.g., small dispersion and low conductor and radiation loss up to millimeter wave frequencies under suitable design [2] . Especially, its characteristic impedance chiefly depends on the strip to slot width ratio and is relatively independent of the substrate thickness, such that the planar dimension of the circuits can be reduced while maintaining the substrate thick enough so as to sustain the structure. With the push toward high frequencies and monolithic technology in today's microwave industry, CPW has experienced a growing demand in light of the above appealing properties.
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previous literature [3] . Simons and Ponchak [4] presented lumped equivalent circuit models with element values deembedded from the measured scattering parameters. Frankel et al. determined the discontinuity capacitance or inductance from the time constant of the measured transmitted waveform under a step-like pulse excitation [5] . Naghed and Wolff applied a three-dimensional finite difference method (FDM) towards calculating the equivalent capacitance [6] and inductance [7] . Of course, the dispersion and radiation for typical CPW lines would appear as the frequencies become rather high. Alexandrou et al. measured the picosecond electrical pulse propagation on bent CPW structures and found that the lumped circuit models can not apply in sub-THz frequency regime [ 81. The electromagnetic behavior of CPW discontinuities has recently been the focus of several investigators. By using a full-wave integral equation analysis but assuming a simple electric field distribution on the slot aperture, Drissi et al. calculated the scattering parameters of a radiating CPW short end [9] . Following a similar approach, Dib et al. considered several CPW discontinuities and derived the frequency dependent equivalent circuits [lo] , [l I] . Nonetheless, the calculated results for the CPW short end discontinuity reveal that the end reactance varies almost linearly with frequency up to 20 GHz [9] , and similarly for open end susceptance [lo] . Accordingly, the end effect could be equivalently modeled by a frequency independent capacitance or inductance. This occurrence signifies that the lumped circuit models could be employed for typical CPW discontinuities at least up to the usual microwave frequency range.
Even with the above experimental or theoretical methods, more extensive and reliable data on CPW discontinuities are still required in the microwave circuit design. The CPW open end discontinuity is considered as an example, with which most of the above papers have dealt. [4] . In facilitating the capacitance analysis, two CPW open ends are connected "back-by-back" in forming a structure with a "slot loop" which is shown in Fig. l(a) . The equivalent circuit for the new structure is then illustrated in Fig. l(b) . The conductor is assumed to be of zero thickness for the sake of simplicity.
The static electric field in the source-free region is wellknown to satisfy the equations Initiating from the curl-free nature of E in (2), the traditional approach defines a scalar potential +( y ) and finally reaches the famous variational equation in terms of electric charge [12].
A
Alternatively, a vector electric potential A, can be defined from the divergence-free nature of € E in (1) such that
This alternative approach is substantially more efficient than the traditional one for CPW structures, and is further exploited in this paper.
With the conductor plane as boundary, the whole space in Fig. l(a) is divided into the upper and the lower parts. The superscript p = u and 1 is used in the notation for denoting the quantities in the upper and lower half spaces, respectively. The total electric energy in the half space Wf can be found by where i i p , by definition, is the unit vector outward normal to the half-space fip, i.e., A" = -f and A' = f . The integration in (4) requires only taking over the slots S since the tangential components of electric field vanish on the conductor. By the equivalence principle [13], the electric field would remain unchanged if the slot is filled with conductor and an equivalent magnetic current is imposed as To be shown in the Appendix, the scalar Green's function GP can be found such that
The capacitance between two conductors can be found from the total stored electric energy We in the whole space if a unit voltage drop is impressed between the two conductors. By substituting (5) and (6) 
Coe(l) C(1) --C(21)
The mutual effects decay as the length 1 increases such that the extracted value Coe(l) tends to the exact solution Coe.
ANALYTICAL FORMULA UNDER NARROW-SLOT ASSUMPTION
The magnetic current may be assumed here to flow uniformly along the slots in the case that the slots and the gap are of narrow width. Under this assumption, V t $ ( T ) is available and equals the given impressed voltage divided by the width. The variational equation (7) may be employed here for calculating the loop capacitance C(1) and then (10) to extract the desired Coe.
To evaluate the integral in (7), both the self term for which T and y' are on the same segment and the mutual term for which T and y' are on two parallel segments require consideration.
The self term is in the following form and can be analytically obtained by [14] 
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where the function and r = Jm. The mutual term is in a similar form and can be expressed in terms of the above formula by [15] where ds denotes the separation between the two segments.
Employing the integration formulas (1 1) and (12), the variational equation (7) can be simplified to become
where Substituting (13) into (10) and taking the limit yields
The first part in (14) is notably the contribution from the gap, while the second art reoresents that due to the comer of the 
V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The finite element method is applied towards solving the variational equation (7) Given that (20) 
c = [ 3 B l T { [ G I B l T [ ? I l + [ G B B I [ ? B l ) = [ & 3 1 T { [ f i B B l -~~I B I T I G I I l -l [~I B I ) [~B 1 . (22)
The approach is first applied toward dealing with the propagation characteristics of the CPW. The slot is divided into several small elements via numerical computation with a sinusoidal scheme 1171. Since the Green's function in (9) consists of the terms in the form In I T -T 1 , the matrix elements in [GI can be evaluated by employing an analytical formula derived in the Appendix of 1181. Solving the matrix equation (21) and applying (22) yields the two-dimensional transmission line capacitance c 2 D . The characteristic impedance 20 and the effective dielectric constant e e f f of the CPW can be obtained from the resultant c 2 D in both cases that the substrate is present and absent 131. The numerical results versus the slot ratio s2/s1 for an asymmetric CPW are illustrated in Fig. 3 . This figure can be put into comparison with that in [19, Fig. 41 . Their consistency with each other verifies our theory in the two-dimensional case.
This approach is then next applied towards both calculating the loop capacitance C(1) for the structure in Fig. l(a) and also extracting the open end capacitance C,, by (10). Exploiting the structural symmetry, the scalar potential 4(x, y) in the upper right quarter of the slot region only is required to be solved. The solution region is composed of three rectangular subregions, each of which is further subdivided in both the 5-and y-directions using the sinusoidal scheme 1171.
It is very time consuming in the evaluation of the matrix element Gij in (20) which is found from a quadruple integration of the Green's function in (8). In speeding up the numerical computation, the Green's function is factored into The values of the function at several discretized distances are tabulated beforehand. The function at other distances can be interpolated from the tabulated data and the quadruple integral can be calculated by Gaussian quadrature. By this way, the redundancy in calculating the Green's function is completely removed and a substantial amount of time is saved. A comparison of the numerical results obtained by the present method with the experimental data presented in [4] is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The dashed curves are obtained by employing the narrow-slot formula (14). The numerical results are observed to be consistent with those by narrow-slot formula when the gap width g is small. When g increases, the discrepancy between them is also larger, as expected. To the contrary, the comparison between the numerical results and the experimental data in 141 is not so satisfactory. The discrepancy is quite remarkable and the experimental data are smaller than ours by 5-20%. To our knowledge, the experimental data have not been previously compared to any theoretical computations in available literature. The two structures of interest in Fig. 4 are notably the same except for a slight change in slot width s, and, consequently, the behavior of C,, versus g should be similar. However, the experimental data in [4] exhibit quite inconsistent behaviors in these two cases. This inconsistency may be accounted for by the experimental errors during the de-embedding of the S parameters, which are subsequently amplified in the extraction of C,, from the S parameters. In spite of this, whether the experimental errors would also cause the discrepancy between our calculated values and the experimental data still remains unclear.
A comparison of the numerical results obtained by the present method with those calculated by using threedimensional FDM [6] is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Again, the dashed curves are obtained by using the narrow-slot formula (14). The slot width s and gap width g here are not small as compared to the slot separation w. Therefore, the values by the analytical formula (14) significantly deviate from the numerical results except for when the gap width g is very small. Additionally, the numerical results are remarkably different from those by FDM, although both have an almost identical tendency versus the gap width g. The FDM results in [6], which was not supported by any results from independent sources either, are smaller than the present numerical results by roughly 40% over the whole range of gap width g.
Our numerical results apparently so far do not correlate very adequately with those in the available literature. More reliable experimental data is therefore attempted to be obtained by using the aforementioned resonance technique. A series of test structures illustrated in Fig. 2 with various gap width g have been fabricated in the substrate having E, = 2.52 and a thickness of 0.7874 mm. The CPW has the dimension w = 4.41 mm and s = 0.16" such that its characteristic impedance is 50 ohm. The length 1, is chosen to be 2. provided in Fig. 6 and put into comparison with the numerical results. The excellent correlation between the numerical results and the experimental data markedly confirms our theory as well as our measurement technique. A vector plot of the magnetic current around the comer is demonstrated in Fig. 7 for a typical CPW open end structure.
The magnetic current distribution in the region far from the open end is observed in this figure to be longitudinal and tends to correspond with that of the uniform CPW. The magnetic current located near the corner concentrates toward the central conductor, as expected. In characterizing the CPW open end structures, the relationship between C,, and the structure parameters is finally investigated, such as the substrate thickness h, dielectric constant E,., gap width g , strip width w, and slot width s. Fig. 8 illustrates C,,/eod versus g / d by choosing w / d = 0.75, h / d = 1, and various E, as the parameter. All of the curves indicate that C , , decreases and finally saturates when the gap becomes wider. The ratio between Coe and Coe(Er = 1) notably maintains almost invariant versus the gap width. Furthermore, the ratio is found to be close to c e j j with a 
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The CPW open end capacitance has been both theoretically and experimentally characterized successfully in this present work. A novel variational equation for the capacitance calculation is proposed and subsequently solved by applying the finite element method. Our approach is comparatively more efficient than the finite difference method in [6] since it only requires solving the potential distribution on the slot aperture rather than in the whole space. The approach can be applied towards dealing with other CPW discontinuities without a substantial amount of difficulty since the finite element method can handle more complicated shapes. Moreover, the extension of our approach from a two-dimensional transmission line problem towards a three-dimensional discontinuity problem is quite natural since the involved calculation is in the space domain. This makes our approach superior to those based on the spectral domain analysis such as [19] , which becomes rather difficult in choosing a suitable global basis and taking the associated Fourier transform in a three-dimensional problem.
The numerical results have been verified from the comparison with the experimental data obtained by using the resonance technique. Extensive numerical examples are then considered for investigating the relationship between the open end capacitance and various structural parameters. The open end capacitance C,, can be concluded from our numerical results to be reasonably estimated by where teff is available in previous literature [3] and COe(cr = 1) can be read from Fig. 9 . In the case that the substrate thickness h is comparable to or larger than the transverse size d of the structure, ~, f f is approximately equal to (er + 1)/2.
In the meantime, when the gap is narrow as compared to the transverse size, say g l d 5 0.1, C,,(E,) can be obtained from the simple analytical formula (15).
VII. APPENDIX m E GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
No matter for the upper or the lower half space, a layered structure, i.e., c(T) = E ( Z ) may generally be considered here.
First, it will be verified that the vector potential A , due to the transverse magnetic current M on the ground plane can be written in the form of (6). Note that (6) also implies that A , has transverse components only and is divergence-free. The former property is obvious since M is transverse. Given that the Green's function is in the form of GP( Iz -I C '~, 1y -y'l, z ; z') due to the transverse invariance in layered medium, the latter property can be verified since
Here, the first term in the right hand side is zero since M has no outward normal component along the slot boundary T'S, while the second term is zero since M is divergence-free as evident from (5). Substituting (3) into (2) and ( 5 ) can yield the partial differential equation (PDE) and boundary condition (BC) for the vector potential. By using the aforementioned two properties of A,, it can be shown that the IC and y components of A,, ( A c , c = IC, y), satisfy the PDE Interchanging 7 and and employing the reciprocity that Gp(7; 7') = GP( T ; T ), we finally end up with the desired expression (6).
The Green's functions G" and G1 are next found for our original CPW structure shown in Fig. l(a) . In the upper half space there is magnetic current M on an infinitely large ground plane. By the image theory, the field remains unchanged in the upper half space if the ground plane is removed and M is replaced by 2 M at the same time. For the equivalent problem with source 2 M in free space, the vector potential is well-known to be given by . 047) -EO -2 7 4 s -x')2 + (y -y')2 + 2 2
In the lower half space, for simplicity, only the case with a layer of homogeneous substrate with permittivity €1 and height h is considered. The z axis is first reversed to make the structure "look better." By applying the two-dimensional In general cases that €1 # E O , considered here-is the Green's function on the z = 0 plane and expand G' by a Taylor
€0
expansion of e-uh, i.e.,
CAll)
The Green's function in the space domain can then be obtained by applying the inverse Fourier transform to (A1 1) and using the identity (A10). The Green's function is notably space invariant in the 2 and y directions. Finally, we will have where p = Iy -y'l.
